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Praise for Private Capital Markets Valuation, Capitalization, and Transfer of Private Business

Interests "In the years since publication of the first edition of Private Capital Markets, the concepts

and ideas that it presents have been widely accepted by progressive members of the business

valuation community. Now with the Second Edition, author Rob Slee has included empirical data on

capital markets for midsized businesses. This book remains a must for everyone involved in

appraising, buying, selling, or financing privately owned businesses."&#151;Raymond C. Miles,

founder, The Institute of Business Appraisers "The Graziadio School of Business has used the

Private Capital Markets book for several years with great success. This course, along with the

Pepperdine Private Capital Markets Survey project, has helped our students better prepare for

careers in middle market companies."&#151;Linda Livingstone, Dean of the Graziadio School of

Business and Management,Pepperdine University "Our international association of independent

M&A professionals recommends this text as the most comprehensive foundation for understanding

the private capital marketplace. This book is essential reading for middle market M&A advisors,

investors, and other decision-makers in the private capital markets." &#151;Mike Nall, founder,

Alliance of M&A Advisors A practical road map for making sound investment and financing

decisions based on real experiences and market needs Now fully revised and in a second edition,

Private Capital Markets provides lawyers, accountants, bankers, estate planners, intermediaries,

and other professionals with a workable framework for making sound investment and financing

decisions based on their own needs and experiences. This landmark resource covers:   Private

business valuation   Middle market capital sources   The business ownership transfer spectrum  

And much more   Private Capital Markets, Second Edition surveys the private capital markets and

presents the proven guidance you need to navigate through these uncharted waters.
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Performing fair market valuations keeps thousands of appraisers busy in the United States. Most

professional appraisers rarely venture outside of this one standard of value. Now imagine if fair

market value accounted for less than 10% of the appraisal needs of the private capital markets. The

private appraisal market would be huge! This is just one of the many messages contained in Robert

T. Slee's book, Private Capital Markets.Slee's book is not strictly a valuation book; rather, it is a

conceptual Lewis & Clark-type survey of the private capital markets. This is the first book that

attempts to develop a unified structure for the analysis of these markets. Think of it as a private

finance textbook. Why do we need this?Slee's premise is that the body of financial knowledge

explaining the behavior of private players differs from corporate finance. Economists created

corporate finance in the 1960s to explain the behavior of large public companies. Since that time,

business professors have taught finance as if only public companies exist in the market. In fact,

more than 99% of the companies in the United States are privately held. Private Capital Markets, on

the other hand, focuses on the financial motives and needs of private company owners and their

advisors.In this book, Slee establishes private capital markets theory. This theory describes an

integrated body of knowledge encompassing the valuation, capitalization and transfer of private

companies, particularly those with annual revenues between $5 million and $500 million. Slee

designed this theory to help players make better financing and investment decisions in private

markets. He asserts that business owners can create competitive advantages with these tools.
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